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Abstract:Someredox-active
ionicliquids,organicamorphoussolidscontainingelectron-donating
moieties,and
conductivepolymerscan efficientlytranspodpositiveelectricalcharges.Thesehole-conducting
mediafind increasingapplicationsin unconventional
solarcellsand organiclight-emitting
diodes.Appropriatemethodsare
requiredto unravelthe detailedconductionand trappingmechanismsin these materialsas well as to fully understandthe interplayof molecularvibrationsand chargetransporl processes.Herewe presentterahertztimedomainspectroscopy[Hz-TDS) as a powerfultechnique,that allowsthe directdetermination
of the comolex
conductivityof holetransportingmaterialsin a contactless,purelyopticalmanner.Beyondthe measurement
of
the conductivityof solid and liquid materials,THz (far infrared)spectroscopyalso providesdirect informationof
the librationaland vibrationalmodes coupledto chargetransportprocessesand thereforeis invaluablein the
studyof the mechanismof polaronictransportin matter.Applicationof this techniqueis illustratedby examples
providedby the study of the ionic liquid3-methyl-1-propylimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethane)
sulfonimide(PMIT
FSI)and that of the molecularliquidholeconductor1O-methylphenoxazine.
Both systemsare of particularinterest, as both types of holetransporlingmedia are successfullyused as alternativesto solvent-basedelectrolvtes
in dye sensitizedsolarcells
Keywords: Electricalconductivity' Electrontransfer. Far lR spectroscopy. Hole-transportingmaterials.
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Introduction

A tremendous increase of the worldwide energy consumption and decreasing
The conducting and semiconductingprop- resources of fossil energy urges the reerties of organic materials, such as ionic search for alternative energy sources and
liquids,molecularliquids,glassesandpoly- for energy-savingdevices.Dye-sensitized
and
mers haveattractedan increasingamount nanocrystallinesolar cells (DSCs)t1'21
of attention during the past decades due excitonic organic solar cellst:'+lare beto their possible applicationsin photoac- lieved to be cheapand sustainablealternative systemslike light-emitting diodes and tivesto silicon and thin-film photovoltaics,
photovoltaiccells and in electronics.The whose energy pay-backtime may exceed
main advantagesof these materials over several years. Sealing of DSCs containconventional semiconductorsinclude low ing an organic solvent-basedelectrolyte
cost,easyprocessingand the possibilityto is, however, a potential source of stability problems and representsan important
produceflexibledevices.
fraction of the total cost of production of
such devices. Hole-transporting materials
(HTM) that allow the conductionof positive electrical charges usually by a hopping mechanism through an amorphous
solid are already successfullyemployed
in organiclight-emitting diodes(OLEDs),
whosecommercialapplicationsin displays
and TV screensare growing rapidly. Likewise, non-volatileionic liquids and organic charge-transportingsolid materials like
spiro-OMeTAD are viewed as interesting
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The optimization of organicconducting
and semiconductingmaterialsfor the usein
diodes and photovoltaic cells requires the
origin and the nature of charge-transport
processesin organicmaterialsto be unravelled and the fundamentalsof the ootical.
the electronicpropertiesand the underlying photo-physicsto be understood.
Conventionally such studies are performed using ac- and dc-conductivity measurements,tTl
time of flight experimentstsJ
and optical pump-probe spectroscopy.In
contrast to the first of those experimental methods, linear terahertz time-domain
spectroscopy(THz-TDS) is a contactless,
coherent,all optical technique,that allows
direct determination of the complex conductivity of the probed material. Because
of its ability to resolve mechanismson the
timescaleof nuclearandelectronicmotion.
time-resolved optical pump-probe spectroscopy is particularly interestingfor scrutinizing spintoJand chargedynamics.tro'rll
Optical pump-THz probe spectroscopytl0l
allows one to observeinducedchangesin
the conductivity as well as to determine if
free charge carriers are formed directly or
if they are formed vla dissociationof excitons. Therefore,THz-TDS is an invaluable
tool which brings additional insight into
the fundamentalnature of chargetransport
in such materials. In particular, the sensi-
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tivity of THz-TDS to free chargesand low
frequencyvibrationsoffers the possibility
to probe the possible coupling between
those vibrations and the moving charges
giving rise to polaronictransport.
The first applicationsof THz-TDS were
in the domainof physicswhereit was used
to study bound statessuch as excitons in
semiconductors.tl2l
Cooperpairsin superconductorstl3l
andlow energytransitionsin
metal oxides.This techniquehas alsobeen
appliedin many otherfields,suchthe analysis of gasesby rotationalspectroscopy,tl'11
andthe dynamicsof liquidsttslandbiological molecules.Ll6l
THz spectroscopyhas
also been successfullyused to determine
the efficiency of the formation of excitons
and chargecarriersin polymers.tlzJ
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Terahertz Time-Domain
Spectroscopy
THz-TDS is a nondestructiveand noncontact technique which provides direct
accessto both the imaginary and the real
part of the optical refractive index of the
probed material. While the real part of
the refractive index is directly related to
the speedof light in matter,the imaginary
part gives straight-forward information
on light absorptionin the far infrared and
therefore information about active lowfrequency vibrational modes. The complex refractive index can also be directly
translatedin terms of complex electrical
conductivity of carriers in the material.
THz-TDS bridges the gap between midinfrared spectroscopy and microwave
techniques;it covers the range from 100
GHz to severalTHz. Convertedto other
units 1 THz correspondsto 33.33 cm-',
4.16meV or 300 pm. This spectralregion
in the far-infraredwavelengthdomain has
been difficult to accessdue to technical
problems which have been overcome by
using femto-secondlaser pulses for the
generation and detection of THz radiation.tl8l
There are severalmethodsto generate
THz radiation by using photo-conducting
antennas,planar antennasor optical rectification. Becauseoptical rectification is
the differencefrequencymixing analogue
to secondharmonic generation,the bandwidth of the optical pulse determinesthe
accessibleTHz frequencyrange.For ultra
short laserpulses,with a broad frequency
bandwidth, all the frequencycomponents
are differenced with each other, producing a pulsewith frequenciesfrom 0 to several THz. To obtain a broadTHz spectrum
a broad spectralwidth of the optical pulse
is needed,which is accomplishedby using femtosecondpulses.The advantageof
optical rectification is that the THz pulse
width dependsonlv on the duration of the

Results:-complexrefractive
index
-complex
dielectric
function
-complexconductivity
Fig.1. Schematicrepresentation
of the data acquisition
and analysisin linearTHz-TDS.

optical pulse and on the phonon absorption modes of the crystal.
The detectionof THz pulsesis usually
done byfee spaceelectro optic sampling
(FSEOS).This techniqueis basedon the
Pockelseffect, in which the electric field
of the THz pulse induces birefringence
in a detector crystal. If an optical gating
pulse travels through the detector crystal
at the sametime as the THz pulse, its polarization is rotated. This rotation of the
polarization is proportional to the magnitude of the THz electric field. By varying
the delay of a visible light gating pulse
the THz electric field can be mapped out
in the time domain.
In our setuptlela chirped pulse amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system provides
120 fs pulses at a 1 kHz repetition rate
and at a central wavelength of 778 nm.
One part of the beam is used to generate
nearly single-cycle THz pulses via optical rectification in a ZnTe crystal. The
THz pulse is focused on the sample and
the transmittedpulse is refocusedon the
ZnTe detector crystal by gold mirrors.
The other part of the initial laser beam is
used as a gating beam and guided over a
delay line onto the detector crystal. The
birefringenceinducedby the THz electric
field rotates the polarization of the gating beam in a way that it is elliptically
polarized after a quarter wave plate.
The two polarization components are
then separatedand subtractedby a pair
of balanced photo detectors.The signal
of the photodiodesis then measuiedby
a lock-in amplifier referencedto a chopper wheel placed in front of the generator
ZnTe crystal.

Extractionof the Complex
Parametersby THz-TDS
Recording a THz time-domain spectrum consistsof two measurements.one
of the sample and one of a reference with
known parameters,which have to be carried out underexactlythe sameconditions.
A typical THz-TDS signal is shown in
Fig. 1.
One of the unique characteristics of
THz-TDS is that not only the amplitude
but also the phase shift is measuredafter
having passedthrough the samplematerial.
This allows the simultaneousdetermination
of the refractive index and the absorption
coefficient without any approximations,
assumptions or the use of the KramersKronig analysis.In Fig. I one noticesthat
the sample signal is retarded with respect
to the reference signal and its amplitude
is decreased.The time delay betweenthe
reference and the sample signal gives an
estimate of the refractive index:

Lt=

(n - n,"r)L
(i)
c

where n is the refractive index, l, the optical path in the sample material, At the
time delay and c the velocity of light in
vacuum.
The procedure to extract the complex
conductivity, the complex dielectric function. the refractive index and the absorbance in outlined in the following. The
general idea is to fit the experimentally
determined transmission coefficient to a
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model transmissioncoefftcienttaking into
accountthe transmissionand reflection at
each interface, as well as the propagation
and multiple reflectionsinside the media.
After appropriatetime windowing and
zero padding, the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) of the sample signal is divided by
the FFT of the reference signal to obtain
a frequency-dependenttransmission coefficient.The model transmissioncoefficient
is derived by using the Fresnelequations
for reflection and transmission.Fig. I illustrates the path of the light and particularly the different interfacesthat have to be
takeninto accountto developan expression
for the model transmissioncoefficient.An
expressionfor the model transmissioncoefficient for a quartz cuvetteis given in Fig.
I . r..representsthe Fresneltransmissioncoeffi'cientsat the interface between medium
i andj, andp. and FP arethe propagation
coefficient ahd a Fabry-Perot interference term in medium j, respectively.The
last term has to be added to account for
multiple reflections when the optical path
in the cuvette is too small to allow for a
temporal separation between the directly
transmittedpulse and its reflectionsinside
the cuvette.
Calculation of all terms of this expressionrequiresa value of the complex
refractive index li of the sample. This is
evaluated by performing a complex fit of
the model transmissioncoefficient to the
experimentalone.
Having extracted the complex refractive index fi = n * iK the dielectric function e, the conductivity o and the absorption constanta can be calculatedfrom the
following expressions.Importantly, it is
noted that the real part of the conductivity
differs from the absorption constant only
bv a constantfactor.
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Examples
The applicationof the THz-TDS technique to the caseof two different liquid holeconductingmediais illustratedhere.Fig. 2,4.
displays the real and imaginary part of the
conductivityof a melt of pure 3-methyl-1propylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethane)
sulfonimide(PMITFSD ionic liquid, asextracted from the raw THz temporal signal.
The real part of the conductivity is seen
to increasemonotonicallywith increasing
frequency;behavior which is characteristic of a disorderedor localizedsystemwith
no long rangeorder suchas in a liquid. As
the frequency increases,the length scale
for carrier displacement becomes shorler
and for a disorderedsystemthe conductivity increases.Therefore the conductivity
can certainly not be describedby a free
electron model, like the Drude Modelt20l
developedto describethe electronic conductionin metalsandpredictinga decrease
of conductivityfor increasingfrequencies.
A negativeimaginary conductivity as observed for PMITFSI at frequencies below
| .7 THz could be explainedby the DrudeSmith model.t2llAdditionally, the conductivity spectrumof PMITFSI showsa broad
peak at about 2 THz that is indicative of
an absorptionresonance.The associated
vibrationalmode (at u = 66.1 cm1) was
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assignedto an oscillation of the distance
separating contiguous anions and cations
in the ionic liquid. A detailed study of this
pafiicular feature, as well as that of electrical conduction mechanismsin redoxactive ionic liquids containing iodide and
triiodide at various concentrations and
temperatureswill be reported elsewhere.
Fig. 28 shows the real conductivity
obtainedfrom THz-TDS of 10-methylphenoxazine,a liquid hole transporter.Spectra
are provided for the pure molecular compound, as well as for the liquid containing
two different concentrationsof an oxidizer.
As in PMITFSI the conductivityspectrum
showsan increaseof conductivitywith increasingfrequencythat is characteristicfor
disorderedsystems.The conductivityspectrum of the pure l0-methylphenoxazine is
almost flat. Comparing the conductivities
of pure PMITFSI and pure lO-methylphenoxazine at 0.3 THz one notices that the
conductivityofthe ionic liquid is aboutone
order of magnitude higher than that of the
liquid hole conductor.While in PMITFSI
the conductivity is ensuredby diffusion of
ions, the absenceof chargecarriersin the
neutral molecular liquid makes this medium an insulator.By oxidizing the lO-methylphenoxazinewith NOBF*, stableradical
cationsof the compoundareformed, which
are thought to contribute to the conductiv-
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where e is the complex dielectricfunction
with e'and e" being the real and imaginary
part respectively,n is the refractive index,
r the extinction coefficient. o is the complex conductivity with o' and o" being the
real and imaginary part, respectively, e^
the permittivityof free space.cdthe angular frequency,and c the speedof light.
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Fig.2. Realand
imaginaryparts of
the conductivity
extracted from THzTDS measurements
appliedto (A)
PMITFSI,
and (B)10methylphenoxazine.
In the lattercase,
resultsfor a sample
of the pureliquidand
for samplesdoped
wiIh2.5%o
and 10% of
NOBF.areshown.
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